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ABSTRACT

Since a query log is a rich information source about users,
the analysis of these logs has recently become an active research area. Query logs have been used for many tasks, one
of which is query reformulation [23, 13, 3, 25, 27]. Query
reformulation aims to solve the vocabulary mismatch problem in Information Retrieval (IR) by changing the original
query to a form that is a better match with relevant documents. Much of the previous work operates on the whole
query level, which is more commonly known as query recommendation. This class of techniques first clusters similar
queries based on commonly clicked documents [3, 25] or the
similarity of vocabulary used in clicked documents [27], and
uses queries in the same cluster as recommendations for one
another.
The techniques that we focus on generate new queries by
substituting or adding words or phrases to the original query.
For example, the technique proposed by Jones et al. [13]
works on the phrase level by looking at successive pairs of
queries in user sessions. Two queries that are different from
each other by only one phrase are selected and the corresponding pairs of phrases are recorded as substitution candidates, which are used to generate substitutions for new
queries. This study, however, did not evaluate the retrieval
effectiveness of the new queries with substitutions. Another
example of recent work on log-based query reformulation is
that of Wang and Zhai [23], which works on the word level.
The method first extracts term associations based on their
context distribution. For a new query, the method will decide whether to substitute a term with one of its “similar”
words based on whether this new word matches the context
of the query better than the original term. This method has
been shown to be effective with web queries using click data
as relevance judgments.
Context sensitive stemming based on query logs is another
type of query reformulation that has been studied [20]. Instead of reducing words into their root forms at indexing
time, the stemmer determines at query time which word
variants should be used to expand the query. Although it
was demonstrated in the work of Peng et al. [20] that context
sensitive stemming is useful for web search, they evaluate it
on a sample of web queries and do not compare it against
traditional stemming approaches.
These and other studies of query reformulation based on
query logs nearly all make use of nonstandard approaches to
evaluation and proprietary query logs. This makes the comparison of techniques difficult and their applicability to new
applications and domains unclear. In this paper, we compare reformulation techniques using TREC collections and

Query reformulation techniques based on query logs have
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1.

INTRODUCTION

When users interact with a search engine, they not only
find documents satisfying their information need, they also
provide the search engine with implicit feedback about the
results returned by the system. The search engine keeps
track of this information in the form of a query log, which
basically includes queries submitted by users and documents
from the result pages that have been clicked on to view.
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suggest modifications based on the results. In particular, we
find that expansion is a more reliable form of modification
than substitution.
To address the problem of the lack of availability of query
logs, we instead propose to use anchor text to simulate the
important parts of a log. Anchor text is well-known to be
an important feature for effective web search. Previous researchers have also noted the similarity of anchor text to
queries. For example, Nallapati et al. [19] used anchor text
as relevant queries to train a retrieval model. Kraft and Zien
[14] demonstrated that using anchor text to refine a query
is better than doing so with the document collection. There
have also been studies showing that anchor text resembles
real queries in terms of term distribution and length [11].
Given these results, in this paper we construct a simulated
query log or anchor log from the anchor text in a web test
collection. We then evaluate the log-based query reformulation techniques using both the anchor log and a real query
log (the MSN query log [18]) and show that the anchor log
produces results that are at least as effective.
In the next section, we describe how we construct the anchor log and compare it to the MSN log. Section 3 presents
the query substitution technique that we use in more detail. Section 4 describes the context-sensitive query stemming technique. Section 5 contains the experimental results
based on the anchor log and query log, as well as a discussion of those results. Section 6 briefly mentions some more
related work and Section 7 concludes.

2.

Table 1: Statistics of MSN Log and Anchor Log
MSN Log Anchor Log
# Total Queries 14,035,893 526,966,029
# Unique Queries
6,087,365
20,838,241
Average Query Length
2.68
2.62

lation technique we evaluate uses session data to filter out
unrelated words, we defined a session in the anchor log to
be simply the group of anchor texts that point to the same
web page. It should also be noted that session information
in the MSN log is limited due to the sampling methodology.

3. CONTEXT SENSITIVE QUERY SUBSTITUTION
This section briefly describes the method proposed by
Wang and Zhai [23]. The method first estimates the context
distribution for all words in the query log. It then learns a
translation model to “translate” from one word to another
based on their distributional similarity. Finally, a substitution model is built on the top of the translation model.
Given a query term and a query context, the substitution
model will decide whether to make a substitution, and if so,
which candidates among those suggested by the translation
model should be used. Details are as follows.

3.1 Definition of Context

BUILDING AN ANCHOR LOG

The i-th left context (Li ) of a query term w is the set
of words that occur at the i − th position away from w on
its left hand side in the query. The i-th right context (Ri )
is defined in a similar manner. For example, if the query is
oscar winner selection, we say that oscar is in the L1 context
of winner and selection is in the R1 context.

A query log can contain a broad range of information
about user behavior during interaction with a search engine
while formulating a query and browsing the search results.
The most important parts of the log for query reformulation
techniques are the user queries and the URLs (or other identifiers) of documents that are clicked on for those queries.
Session information, which records the sequence of queries
in a search session, is also used by some techniques.
An anchor log constructed from anchor text is much more
limited. Each anchor text is associated with a link to a particular document. Since the anchor text is chosen manually
to represent the page, its content is very relevant to the document. Brin and Page [6] point out that the anchor texts
often provide more accurate description of the page than
the page itself. Thus, in this paper, we simply construct an
anchor log that consists of pairs (anchor text, URL) where
the anchor text corresponds to a query in a query log, and
the URL is the associated link for the anchor text, which
corresponds to a click in a query log.
For this paper, we built the anchor log from the TREC
Gov-2 web collection (25 million web pages crawled from the
.gov domain during early 2004). Only anchors that contain
English words and non-stopwords were kept. The same simple filter was applied on the MSN Log. Table 1 compares
some basic statistics to the MSN query log, which was a
sample of user queries submitted to a search engine over a
one month period. Although the size of the anchor log is
much larger than the MSN Log, it contains a lot of noise
in the form of anchors such as “index”, “print version”, and
“click here”. These common anchors could be removed quite
easily, but we did not do it for this paper.
One of the limitations of the anchor log is that it does
not contain session information. Since the query reformu-

3.2 Context Distribution
Let C denote a particular type of context (it can be either
Li or Ri ) and C(w) denote the set of words that are in the
C context of w and countw (ci ) denote the number of times
that the word ci occurs in the C context of w. Given a term
w, the probability distribution of its context words is given
by
PC (ci |w) = P

countw (ci )
cj ∈C(w) countw (cj )

(1)

To avoid the zero-probability problem, a smoothed distribution is also given,
countw (ci ) + µP (ci |θ)
P˜C (ci |w) = P
cj ∈C(w) countw (cj ) + µ

(2)

where P (ci |θ) is the probability of the word ci in the entire
collection and µ is the Dirichlet prior parameter, which was
set to 1500 in all of our experiments.

3.3 Translation Model
The translation model is used to capture words that can
be used in the same context. The idea is words that occur
in similar context are “related” to one another, and thus can
be good substitution candidates for one another.
The translation model uses the KL divergence between w
and s to model the probability of “translating” from w to s,
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denoted as t(s|w). The estimation of t(s|w) is given by

The substitution model decides to make the substitutions
for each of the remaining si that satisfies

˜

e−D(PC (.|w)||PC (.|s))
t(s|w) = P
−D(PC (.|w)||P˜C (.|u))
ue

(3)

P (wi → si |q)
>1
P (wi → wi |q)

where D(PC (.|w)||P˜C (.|s)) is the KL divergence calculated
as
X
P (c|w)
D(PC (.|w)||P˜C (.|s)) =
P (c|w)log
(4)
P˜C (c|s)
c∈C(w)

The idea is that we only make the substitution when the
new term is better than the original term. In case the substitution wi → si is made, P (wi → si |q) is used as the score
of this substituted query. In the end of this step, we have a
list of N substituted queries sorted by their score.

Wang and Zhai [23] used a combination of L1 and R1
to estimate the translation probability. In our experiments,
however, we observed almost no difference in retrieval performance between using only the L1 context and the combination. Thus, we used only L1 in our experiments, which
turns out to be identical to the distributional word similarity
estimate [21, 10].
As noted by the authors [23], for any given word w the
translation model only suggests paradigmatic words. There
is no guarantee that they are related in meaning. In an
effort to filter out unrelated word pairs, they compute the
normalized mutual information between all pairs (s, w) as
N M I(s, w) =

M I(s, w)
M I(w, w)

(8)

4. CONTEXT SENSITIVE QUERY STEMMING
We can see that context sensitive query stemming is, in
fact, a special form of query reformulation where the candidates are now limited to only variants of query words.
Finding stemming candidates is much easier than finding
substitution candidates in query reformulation. It is as simple as finding all variants for each query word. Instead of
constructing the translation model, we cluster all unigrams
in the Google-ngram corpus into groups based on their root
form given by the Porter stemmer. Each word wi is treated
as the stemming variants for all other words wj within its
group. We set t(s|w) to 1 for all pairs of words.
Unlike query substitution, where we generate a set of
ranked candidate queries, we generate only one single new
query using stemming. The procedure is very simple. We
also iterate over all query terms. For each term wi , we use
formula (6) to calculate the score for it and all its variants
wj . We expand the query with all wj that satisfy

(5)

where M I(s, w) is the mutual information of s and w over
the query log sessions. Pairs (s, w) that have N M I below a
pre-defined threshold τ are discarded. The idea is unrelated
words would not often appear in the same sessions. τ was
set to 0.001 in our experiments. However, the elimination
of such pairs is not done in this step but in the next.

3.4 Query Substitution Model

P (wi → wj |q)
>θ
P (wi → wi |q)

Given a query q = w1 . . . wi−1 wi wi+1 . . . wn where wi is
the candidate for substitution, the substitution model can
estimate the probability of substituting the term wi for any
new term s. The substitution probability P (wi → s|q) is
given by

(9)

We empirically set θ = 0.5 in our experiment to tolerate
variability in probability estimation. The entire procedure
is, in fact, very similar to that proposed by Peng et al. [20],
except that their technique limits the stemming problem to
handling pluralization. Since stemming a word in most cases
will not change the query intent (at least the risk is much less
than that of substituting it with a totally different word),
we find that formula (7) is too strict for stemming. Thus,
we relax (7) to

P (wi → s|q) ∝ t(s|wi ) × P (w1 . . . wi−1 wi+1 . . . wn |s) (6)
where P (w1 . . . wi−1 wi+1 . . . wn |s) can be considered the
probability that the new term s fits into the context of the
query and is computed as
P˜L2 (wi−2 |s)× P˜L1 (wi−1 |s)× P˜R1 (wi+1 |s)× P˜R2 (wi+2 |s) (7)

i+2
Y

For details about the formula, see [23].

˜ (wj |s)
PLR2

(10)

j=i−2,j6=i

3.5 Candidate Queries Generation

˜ (.|s) is a distribution over all words co-occurring
where PLR2
with s within a distance of two words either to the left or
right.

For any given query q = w1 . . . wi−1 wi wi+1 . . . wn , the
model will iterate through all terms wi and try to replace
each of them. This results in a set of substituted queries
each of which is different to q by only one term.
For each wi , assuming that the translation model recommends n candidates s1 , s2 , . . . , sn to replace wi , the substitution model will determine whether to make the substitution,
and if so which candidate to select by following three steps:

5. EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the effectiveness of the anchor
log and the MSN log for the task of query reformulation
using substitution and stemming.

1. Consider only the top M translation candidates si
sorted by their t(si |wi )

5.1 Experimental Setup
Test Collections: All evaluation is done using three standard TREC collections: Robust 04, WT10G and Gov-2. It
should be noted that the three collections are quite different;
Robust04 is a newswire collection, while the other two are
web collections.

2. Remove all si that have N M I(si , wi ) < τ
3. All remaining candidates si are considered equally good
and t(si |wi ) is set to 1.0 for all si . Their P (wi → si |q)
is then computed by formula (6)
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Table 3: Statistics of queries used for reformulation
Collection Short Query Long Query
Robust04
224
246
WT10G
79
95
Gov-2
136
147

Table 2: Summary of three TREC collections
Collection
# Docs # Query
Robust04
528,155
250
WT10G
1,692,096
100
Gov-2
25,205,179
150

5.3.1 Experiment Design

Query Set: We used all queries associated with each collection to evaluate the logs’ effectiveness. In particular,
we treat all title queries as “short” queries and description
queries as “long” queries. Table 2 provides the statistics of
the three test collections.
Evaluation Metric: We used precision at 5 (P@5) and precision at 10 (P@10) to measure retrieval effectiveness.
We used Lemur/Indri1 as the retrieval software and language modeling [8] was used for retrieval. Parameter values
were chosen empirically. The Dirichlet prior µ was set to
1500 and the normalized mutual information threshold was
τ = 0.001. We set M (the number of translation candidates
considered by the substitution model) to 20. Stopword removal was done only at query time in all experiments.

At learning time, we stem both logs using the Krovetz
stemmer and apply the method described in Section 3 on
each log to build the corresponding substitution model. Note
that we did not stem the logs in stemming experiments. At
query time, for each query q, the top m candidates given by
the learned substitution model were used to do retrieval on
indexes stemmed also by a Krovetz stemmer. The best P@5
obtained by these m candidates is recorded as the P@5 of
the substitution solution for q. We varied m from 1 to 10
in our experiment. Due to the coverage problem, both logs
cannot reformulate all queries associated with each collection. Therefore, we created a subset of queries where the
translation model trained from both logs can provide “related” words to at least one query word and compared the
two logs based on these query sets instead of the original
ones. Information about these sets is given in Table 3.

5.2 Query Stemming Experiment
In this section, we compare the retrieval performance given
by the context sensitive stemming method using query logs
against the baseline where no stemming is done and the
conventional stemming approach using the Krovetz stemmer (K-stem).

5.3.2 Query Substitution with Short Queries
From Fig. 2 we can see that the substitution method does
not work well on the TREC collections though it has been
shown to work with web queries [23]. This result, however,
is not unexpected. By substituting the original query word
with another, we run a risk of changing the users’ original intent. From the experiment the authors [23] described where
complete substitution helps, we can see that that the original
queries have a P@5 value of only about .04. This indicates
that many web queries in the query log they used (MSN)
were badly formulated (many of them contain spelling errors). Since the performance of the original queries is quite
bad, it is relatively safe to do complete substitution. TREC
queries, on the other hand, have much better quality and
they yield a fairly good initial result - P@5 of 32.91%, 47.86%
and 56.91% on WT10G, Robust04 and Gov-2 respectively. It
should be noted that translation model, even with session information enhancement, does not produce synonyms, in fact,
it produces only paradigmatically related words. For example, words such as “women”, “men”, “children” are considered
related, and “diamond”, “gold”, “necklace” and “watches” are
also considered related. Since these related words do not
necessarily have similar meanings, replacing one word with
another runs a very high risk of hurting the retrieval performance. Table 4 gives some examples for cases where substitution hurts retrieval performance. Consider the query “diamond smuggling” for example. Since “watches” is related
to “diamond” and “watches smuggling” appears more often
than “diamond smuggling” in the log, “watches smuggling”
will be rated as a good query. However, a substitution like
this totally changes the intent of the original query. Thus it
is easy to understand why the performance can decrease.

5.2.1 Experiment Design
We prepared two indexes for each collection: one stemmed
using the Krovetz stemmer and one unstemmed. For the
baseline approach, the original query is used to do retrieval
on the unstemmed collection. The conventional stemming
approach first stems the query and then uses it to do retrieval on the stemmed index. The context sensitive stemming approach first learns stemming variants from a given
log (either the MSN log and the anchor log) as described in
Section 4. It then decides at run-time what stemming variants will be added to the original query to create the query
that is used against the unstemmed index.

5.2.2 Results
Fig. 1 shows P@10 for all methods. With short queries,
there is no significant difference between different methods.
With long queries, however, we can see that stemming using either log works significantly better than the baseline
on all three collections. Krovetz stemming, on the other
hand, gives significant improvement over the baseline only
on WT10G. Significance is measured using the t-test with
p − value ≤ 0.05. We also note that the performance of the
anchor log is very similar to that of the MSN log.

5.3 Query Reformulation Experiment
In this section, we will first evaluate the effectiveness of
the substitution method on three TREC collections. Then
we show that expansion is a more reliable way to do query
reformulation, which results in much better overall performance.
1

5.3.3 Query Expansion with Short Queries
Instead of substituting the original query word with the
translation candidate, we can expand the original query with
the candidate words. The candidate words and the original

http://www.lemurproject.org
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Figure 1: Comparison in terms of P@10 among (i) context sensitive stemming, (ii) Krovetz stemming and
(iii) no stemming with both short queries and long queries on three collections. We can see with long queries,
context sensitive stemming is significantly (p − value ≤ 0.05, marked by ∗) better than no stemming on all
three collections while Krovetz is significantly better only on WT10G.

Figure 2: Query substitution results (P@5) with short queries on three collections

Anchor Log

MSN Log

Table 4: Example of queries (for both MSN Log and anchor log) where substitution hurts the performance
whereas expansion can retain or even improve the performance of the original query
Original Query
diamond smuggling
afghan women condition
executive privilege
wetlands wastewater treatment
adult immigrants english
pearl farming
afghan women condition
airport security
women parliaments
secret shoppers
part time benefits
heroic acts

P@5
1.0
0.8
0.2
1.0
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.4
0.4
0.2

Substituted Query
watches smuggling
afghan children condition
administrative privilege
wetlands water treatment
adult students english
pearl planting
afghan children condition
aviation security
children parliaments
secret village
part time funds
heroic actions
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P@5
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0

Expanded Query
#syn(diamond watches) smuggling
afghan #syn(women children) condition
#syn(executive administrative) privilege
wetlands #syn(wastewater water) treatment
adult #syn(immigrants students) english
pearl #syn(farming planting)
afghan #syn(women children) condition
#syn(airport aviation) security
#syn(women children) parliaments
secret #syn(shoppers village)
part time #syn(benefits funds)
heroic #syn(acts actions)

P@5
1.0
1.0
0.2
1.0
0.8
0.4
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.4
0.6
0.2

Figure 3: Query expansion results (P@5) with short queries on three collections
is, in fact, a lot more than that given by the expansion technique. What this means is when substitution can help, it improves performance substantially, whereas the improvement
given by expansion is not as large. However, the number of
queries hurt by substitution is also considerably more than
those hurt by expansion. Consequently, substitution overall
cannot provide any significant improvement in P@5. Expansion, on the other hand, helps more than it hurts, thus
resulting in much better overall performance.
We also note from Table 6 that the original queries that
cannot be improved via reformulation (either substitution or
expansion) have much better performance than those where
reformulation can help. This confirms the intuition that it
is safer to reformulate queries where initial performance is
low. We believe that this partly explains why substitution
helps in the case of web queries as observed by Wang and
Zhai [23]. In addition, this also points out the limitation
of the current reformulation technique: although it can give
good reformulation in some cases, it is not reliable enough
for determining whether or not to reformulate. This is why
at m = 1, which means we consider only the best recommended query, both substitution and expansion hurts P@5
dramatically. More error analysis will be provided in the
next section.
In summary, with the current reformulation techniques,
despite the fact that completely substituting the original
query term with a translation candidate helps in the case
of web queries [23], it does not help on TREC collections.
This is because TREC queries are reasonably well formulated, and the risk of getting more non-relevant documents
introduced by the substituted queries is comparable or even
higher than the benefit they bring. Expansion, on the other
hand, works much better mainly because it can improve
more queries than it hurts. Our results also show that an
anchor log gives comparable performance to a real query log
for this task.

query term are combined using the #syn operator implemented in Indri.
As we can see from Fig. 3, the result obtained with expansion is much better than with substitution. On both
Robust04 and Gov-2, query logs start to provide improvement over the original queries at m = 3. When we consider
up to top 10 reformulations for each original query, the anchor log provides a relative improvement of 10.81% and 8%
on Robust04 and Gov-2 respectively, and the MSN log gives
a relative improvement of 10.44% and 6.46% on Robust04
and Gov-2 respectively. On WT10G, the MSN search log
with expansion also improves the performance substantially,
whereas the anchor log provides some improvement, but not
as large.
Unlike substitution, expansion keeps the original words,
thus does not completely change the original query intent.
Table 4 shows that for those queries where substitution hurts
performance, expansion can retain (or even improve in some
case) the performance of the original query.
Table 5 gives some examples of good query expansions
provided by the two logs. All these reformulated queries give
better P@5 than the corresponding original queries. We can
see that both logs can provide the same reformulation to
some query. However, there are also queries where the two
logs give different reformulation and those where one log can
suggest good reformulations but the other does not.

5.3.4 “Chance” versus “Risk” Analysis
With both substitution and expansion, we add a new term
into the original query. Obviously, once we do so, there is
a chance the new word will bring some new relevant documents but we also run the risk of getting more non-relevant
documents. Now we will look into the balance between
“chance” and “risk” brought by the two methods. In order to
do this, for each method we separate the original query set
into two - (i) the subset of queries over which it provides improvement and (ii) the subset over which it hurts. We then
compare the performance of the recommended queries and
the original queries in each set. We use the term “Sub-Inc”
and “Sub-Dec” to denote set (i) and (ii) of the substitution
method and “Exp-Inc” and “Exp-Dec” to denote set (i) and
(ii) of the expansion method respectively.
Table 6 shows that the relative improvement (on the set
of improvable queries) given by the substitution technique

5.3.5 Error Analysis
From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we can see that if we do either
substitution or expansion using the best suggested query,
the performance suffers badly. There are two reasons that
account for this. The first, and main, reason is that the probability estimate given by formula (6) is not reliable enough.
Formula (6) is used as the means of estimating how good the
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Anchor Log

MSN Log

Table 5: Examples of good expansion
Original Query
hunting deaths
new fuel sources
educational standards
automobile recalls
doctor assisted suicides
cheese production
illegal immigrant wages
hunting deaths
new fuel sources
educational standards
automobile recalls
doctor assisted suicides
cheese production
illegal immigrant wages

Expanded Query
hunting #syn(deaths accidents)
new #syn(fuel energy) sources
#syn(educational teaching) standards
#syn(automobile auto) recalls
#syn(doctor physicians) assisted suicides
cheese #syn(production companies)
illegal immigrant #syn(wages working)
hunting #syn(deaths accidents)
new #syn(fuel energy) sources
#syn(educational teaching) standards
#syn(automobile auto)
#syn(doctor physicians) assisted suicides
cheese #syn(production prices)
illegal #syn(immigrant workers) wages

Expanded Query
#syn(railway train) accidents
oscar winner #syn(selection promotion)
marine #syn(vegetation plants)
overseas #syn(tobacco cigarettes) sales
food drug #syn(laws act)
#syn(volkswagen vw) mexico
#syn(chevrolet chevy) trucks
#syn(railway railroad) accidents
pearl #syn(farming industry)
#syn(history culture)
international art #syn(crime fraud)
#syn(wildlife animals) extinction
blood alcohol #syn(fatalities deaths)
windmill #syn(electricity power)

Table 7: Examples of bad reformulations due to the
unreliability of formula (6) and the log sparsity
Type Query Context
Reformulation
cancer treatments
prostate → breast
cancer treatments
prostate → lung
best retirement
country → state
security
airport → museum
school success
magnet → charter
pearl
farming → planting
world war ii
portugal → soccer
controlling acid
rain → plant
edwards womens issues john → james

Sparsity Formula (6)

Table 6: Performance separated by “chance” and
“risk”. The 2nd column denotes the number of
queries in each subset given in the 1st column. The
3rd column indicates P@5 of original queries in each
subset. The 4th column indicates P@5 obtained by
reformulated queries and the relative change to that
of the original queries. “Affected queries” means the
number of queries for which the model actually determines to generate substitution/expansion
Subset
# Query Org. Q P@5 Reform. Q P@5
MSN Log
WT10G (57 affected queries)
Sub-Inc
18
0.2667
0.5778 (+116.65%)
Sub-Dec 14
0.4664
0.1429 (-69.36%)
Exp-Inc 16
0.3125
0.5625 (+80%)
Exp-Dec 5
0.3858
0.16 (-58.53%)
Robust04 (180 affected queries)
Sub-Inc
63
0.3143
0.6032 (+91.92%)
Sub-Dec 42
0.6495
0.2857 (-56.01%)
Exp-Inc 55
0.3782
0.6291 (+66.34%)
Exp-Dec 10
0.5679
0.26 (-54.22%)
Gov-2 (112 affected queries)
Sub-Inc
34
0.3471
0.6412 (+84.73%)
Sub-Dec 36
0.688
0.3278 (-52.35%)
Exp-Inc 27
0.4
0.6815 (+70.37%)
Exp-Dec 9
0.5743
0.2222 (-61.31%)
Anchor Log
WT10G (57 affected queries)
Sub-Inc
19
0.3368
0.6421 (+90.65%)
Sub-Dec 14
0.4378
0.0714 (-83.69%)
Exp-Inc 15
0.3467
0.6 (+73.06%)
Exp-Dec 6
0.5548
0.1667 (-69.95%)
Robust04 (176 affected queries)
Sub-Inc
62
0.3387
0.629 (+85.71%)
Sub-Dec 53
0.6619
0.3057 (-53.81%)
Exp-Inc 58
0.3241
0.5793 (+78.74%)
Exp-Dec 10
0.6879
0.32 (-53.48%)
Gov-2 (99 affected queries)
Sub-Inc
34
0.3235
0.6824 (+110.94%)
Sub-Dec 32
0.699
0.3125 (-55.29%)
Exp-Inc 32
0.3875
0.7313 (+88.72%)
Exp-Dec 14
0.7121
0.3286 (-53.85%)

Original Query
railway accidents
oscar winner selection
marine vegetation
overseas tobacco sales
food drug laws
volkswagen mexico
chevrolet trucks
railway accidents
pearl farming
eskimo history eskimo
international art crime
wildlife extinction
blood alcohol fatalities
windmill electricity

reformulation is, while what it really measures is how often
we see a query in the log. The fact that a new query appears more often than the original one does not necessarily
imply that the reformulation is a good one. Take the query
“prostate cancer treatment” for example. Since “breast cancer”, “lung cancer” and “prostate cancer” are different types
of cancer, they tend to appear in the same context. Thus,
it is reasonable that KL divergence extracts them as related
words. It happens that “breast cancer treatment” and “lung
cancer treatment” have higher frequencies in the logs, so
the substitution model determines that “prostate” can be
replaced with “breast” or “lung”. It is obvious that such
reformulations will lead to a performance drop since it completely changes the query intent.
The second reason is the sparsity of the log. For example,
with “john edwards womens issues”, the probability of seeing
“john edwards womens” is too small. Thus, the substitution
model decided to replace/expand “john” with other names
such as “james”. Table 7 shows more examples of poor reformulations caused by both problems.

5.3.6 Query Reformulation with Long Queries
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the results for substitution and
expansion of long queries respectively. In the case of expansion, the results are similar to those obtained with short
queries. Substitution, on the other hand, is more effective
in this case. It is comparable to expansion on WT10G and
even slightly better than expansion on Robust04 and Gov-2.
Substitution, in fact, is a set of two actions: (i) dropping
the original query term and (ii) adding the new term to the
query. In order to study why substitution can be helpful on
long queries, we examine the effect of (i) and (ii) separately.
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Figure 4: Query substitution results (P@5) with long queries on three collections

Figure 5: Query expansion results (P@5) with long queries on three collections
The experimental design is as follows. For each original
query qorg = w1 . . . wi−1 wi wi+1 . . . wn , we generate as before a list of substituted queries so that each new query is
different to qorg at only one term and manually pick the
one with highest P@5 as the substitution solution qadd =
w1 . . . wi−1 wj wi+1 . . . wn for qorg where wj is the substitution for wi . Next, we create a second version of qadd in which
we drop wi , denoted as qdrop . We compare the performance
of the original queries with the set of qadd and qdrop . This
is to investigate how dropping the original query term and
adding the new term separately affect retrieval performance.
Table 8 shows that in doing substitution with either log,
in most cases, the improvement from Qdrop to Qadd is not
very different on short and long queries. It is the change
from the original query to Qdrop that makes the difference.
With short queries, dropping a term always hurts performance and the adding of the new term increases the performance back up to the original level, resulting in no or very
slight improvement overall. With long queries, dropping the
original term actually increases the performance and then
is further increased by adding the new term, resulting in a
performance boost as seen in Fig. 4.
So, the fact that substitution works very well with long
queries is not necessarily because it can suggest better substitution candidates for long queries but rather because long
queries contain many redundant words, the elimination of

which is beneficial. This is consistent with current research
on long queries which states that either downweighting bad
terms [4, 17] or dropping them [15] tends to help with long
queries.

6. RELATED WORK
Query reformulation has a very long history, dating back
to the earliest relevance feedback techniques [22] where queries
are modified based on documents judged to be relevant or
non-relevant. When explicit judgments are not available,
pseudo-relevance feedback [26, 16] assumes top returned documents are relevant. More recent query reformulation techniques have exploited external sources such as query logs
[23, 13, 3, 25, 27] and anchor text [19, 14]. In this paper,
we look specifically at the technique proposed by Wang and
Zhai [23], the most recent work in query reformulation using a query log. The authors have shown that the method
is very helpful on web queries. We evaluate it on standard
TREC collections and find that complete substitution methods are not very useful. Expansion, instead, produces much
better results overall.
In this paper, we also slightly modify the substitution
framework to do context sensitive query stemming, which
results in a very similar approach to Peng et al. [20]. However, while they investigates specifically the case of pluraliza-
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is consistently better than the conventional Krovetz stemming on long queries. It should be noted that the context
sensitive stemming technique we used is very similar to expansion. This also helps to confirm that expansion is a very
good method for reformulation.
One of the issues we observed was that, while the first
recommended query given by the substitution rankings is
often not effective, there is usually a very good reformulation somewhere in the top 10 list. We intend to apply machine learning techniques to rerank the list of recommended
queries.
The fact that complete substitution helps with one kind of
query and expansion helps with other leads to an interesting
question: why have we been treating substitution and expansion separately? We believe that it will be important to
develop a unified reformulation framework where the model
can decide not only whether to reformulate query, but also
whether to substitute or expand. We plan to investigate this
in the future.

Long Q. Short Q. Long Q. Short Q.

Anchor Log

MSN Log

Table 8: Separated effects of dropping a term and
adding a new term to the original query
Qorg
Qdrop
Qadd
WT10G
0.3291 0.2734 0.3468
Robust04 0.4786 0.4009 0.4937
Gov-2
0.5632 0.4529 0.5515
WT10G
0.3158 0.3074 0.3768
Robust04 0.4764 0.5138 0.5976
Gov-2
0.5238 0.5578 0.6612
WT10G
0.3291 0.2962 0.3418
Robust04 0.4786 0.3732 0.4768
Gov-2
0.5632 0.4706 0.5721
WT10G
0.3158 0.3432 0.4042
Robust04 0.4764 0.513
0.5829
Gov-2
0.5469 0.5361 0.6463
tion stemming, we study general stemming. In addition, we
evaluate the technique on standard TREC collections and
compare its performance to that of the conventional stemming approach.
In addition to query reformulation, query logs have been
used for a variety of tasks. They have been used to learn
retrieval functions [12, 1], spelling correction [2, 9], query
segmentation [5] and disambiguating abbreviations [24]. In
this paper, we studied reformulation tasks that can make
use of the limited data in an anchor log, but some of these
other log-based tasks may also be able to be tackled using
an anchor log.
Carman et al. [7] compare query logs to the tags that users
use to bookmark a web page. This work is very similar to
ours in spirit but they are quite different in practice. Tags
are not the same as anchor text and [7] focuses mainly on
data analysis rather than retrieval experiments.
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